1. Video Game System Holder
   Create a device to hold multiple video game systems as well as video games.
2. Bedside book holder
   Design a product that will hold books to fit over a typical dorm room bed.
3. Over the desk organizer
   Develop a device that will hold typical college items for typical class work.
4. Cord management system
   Allow for a product that will contain and control various cords.
5. iPod carrying case
   Create a case that will protect an iPod from a college student’s daily life.
6. Shower caddy
   Design a unique shower caddy that will be used to carry typical college student toiletries.
7. iPod Bicycle Holder
   Design a case for an iPod to be used while riding a bicycle.
8. Toothpaste dispenser
   Design a hands-free, no-mess toothpaste dispenser.
9. Portfolio organizer
   Design a portfolio that can hold everything a college student would need while on interviews.
10. College Shopping Cart
    Design a device that can be used to carry groceries from a store to a dorm room.
11. Moving In Cart
    Develop a design for a cart that allows students to move in dorm room supplies easily.
12. Bicycle Lock
    Develop a lock to secure a bicycle to various objects.
13. Room Cleaning Device
    Develop a portable floor sweeper.
14. Drawer Organizer
    Develop a compartmentalized approach to organizing miscellaneous items
15. Closet Space Organizer
    Create a design for an item that will allow the closet’s space to be maximized.
16. Desk Lamp
    Develop a lamp to assist in reading or studying.
17. Portable Chair
    Design a portable chair for outdoor sporting events.
18. Laptop Carrying Case
    Design a case that will protect a laptop from a college student’s daily life.
19. Shoe Rack
    Develop a holding device for multiple of shoes suitable for a college dorm room.
20. Refrigerator Microwave Combo
    Develop and “all-in-one” unit capable of storing and cooking college dorm room food.
21. Alarm Clock
    Create a unique device that will tell the time and can be used to wake a student from sleeping.
22. Stereo
    Develop a multi-speaker unit capable of playing from multiple sources.
23. iPhone Car Holder
    Create a design that will allow easy access to an iPod while driving.
24. Alternative Class Transportation
   Design a unit capable of transporting a student about their daily routine while being green.

25. Bed Risers
   Develop easy to use bed risers for a typical college bed.

26. Backseat Entertainment Kit
   Create a system of entertainment for children for long trips.

27. Portable Ladder
   Develop a ladder capable of being used by an individual with adjustable height.

28. USB Drive Splitter
   Design a device that can store and read from multiple USB drives.

29. Lap desk
   Design system that can ergonomically rest on a person’s lap and can be used for studying or for computer use.

30. DVD Rack
   Create a multi-disk holder for various movies with attention paid to space restrictions.

31. Eyeglass Case
   Design a case capable of protecting eyeglasses.

32. Shot glass Holder
   Design a unit able to hold a collection of shot glasses.

33. Air Purifier
   Create a design for a device that can clean air for various allergens.

34. Temperature Controller
   Design an item that will be able to heat or cool a small area.

35. Screen Protector
   Design a covering that can protect various monitors against typical dirt and debris.

36. Water bottle
   Design a container that is able to be used during various exercise routines and is easy to clean.

37. Toolbox
   Design a lightweight toolbox that can hold the components typically needed in a mechanical engineering project.

38. Department-wide internet messaging system
   Create a system where students within a college can interact with each online.

39. Recycling Bins
   Create accessible and easy to use single stream recycle containers.

40. iPod holder for exercising
   Develop a device that can protect an iPod and allow easy user access while exercising.